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1. Introduction

1.1. Starting points of considerations

Supply chains can be defined as long, complex and interwoven sequences of order-connected firms (see 
Kotzab & Otto, 2004). The management of such chains is concerned with the identification of an optimal strategy 
for the complete chain which induces an integration of business processes amongst a number of companies 
(Ryu et al., 2013). This integration is based on different levels of interaction of the involved firms ranging from 
harmonizing or synchronising activities (= coordination) to working together as equal partners (= cooperation) 
and even acting as one single entity (= collaboration).
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By this, the inter-firm related trade-off between inventory and information (sharing) can be addressed as it 
requires more close than adversarial relationships between e.g. a supplier and a buyer (see e.g. Ellram & Cooper, 
1990; LaLonde & Masters, 1990). Consequently, it is no surprise that the constructs of ‘coordination’, ‘cooperation’ 
and ‘collaboration’ (CCC) gained also a lot of attention and importance for production research. Frankel et al. 
(2008) or Mentzer et al. (2008) argue here that coordination and integration are essential ‘ingredients’ in order 
to harmonize operations among members in a supply chain.

While researchers have examined specific results and/or effects of supply chain coordination, cooperation 
and/or collaboration (see e.g. Cao et al., 2010; Ding et al., 2011; Kaur et al., 2008), we are more interested 
in the intellectual foundation of these important constructs for Supply Chain Management (SCM) research or 
differently expressed: where does supply chain related CCC research taking its ideas from? The term ‘intellectual 
foundation’ refers to those papers, monographs or other contributions to a discipline’s knowledge which 
significantly impacted subsequent research and related methodology. In studying the intellectual foundation of 
SCM-related CCC research, the most influential research publications will be identified, their interrelationships 
displayed, and the emergence and dominance of thematic trends in publications will be revealed, which includes 
also extra-disciplinary works which researchers regularly draw upon (e.g. White & McCain, 1998).

1.2. Research objectives

The overall purpose of the paper is to identify the most important papers and authors and their interrelations 
in regards to CCC by the means of bibliometric analysis including citation and co-citation analysis. According 
to Zupic & Čater (2015, p. 430) bibliometric studies differ from literature reviews by its “[…] quantitative 
approach for the description, evaluation, and monitoring of published research”, which means they examine 
the literature which is used to write a paper (see e.g. Assad & Golden, 1982; Banker & Kauffman, 2004; Hopp, 
2004). As such bibliometric studies are seen as a very useful step before starting a literature review as they 
map a research field without a subjective bias (see Zupic & Čater, 2015). Indeed, the outcome of bibliometric 
studies represent the attention of a scientific field by a community through citations and can thereby identify 
research networks (e.g. Garfield, 1979; or Baier-Fuentes et al., 2019). As such, bibliometric studies can provide 
increased objectivity in literature reviews (Zupic & Čater, 2015).

In our case we focused our research attention to one specific research domain/journal, which is the International 
Journal of Production Economics (IJPE). The journal is a well-accepted outlet for research within the Production 
and Operations Management community as Darkow et al. (2010) have shown in their citation analysis of the 
leading 50 SCM and logistics related academic journals. The 57th edition of the Harzing (2016) list indicates 
IJPE as a 3 star journal in the ABS 2015 list as well as a B-journal of VHB jourqual. The editorial statement 
says that it combines “[…] the high standards of a traditional academic approach with the practical value of 
industrial applications” (Grubbström, 2016, p. 1) so that rigor and relevance are highly considered. By selecting 
one particular research outlet we are getting a clear picture on how one specific research community discusses 
CCC without diluting the result by being exposed to too diverse journal settings.

As we are going to show in our methodological section, IJPE showed the highest number of hits when it 
came to our literature search. Taking all these considerations into account, we selected IJPE as our research 
object in order to detect the intellectual bases on CCC.

We response these objectives by applying an empirical study based on bibliometric analysis, in particular 
citation and co-citation analysis. While citations are used to estimate the influence of documents/authors/journals 
by using citation rates, co-citation connects documents/authors/journals on the ground of joint presence in the 
list of references (see e.g. Zupic & Čater, 2015). Thus, this approach is understood as a specific method to study 
an academic field, its development and utilization of knowledge (see e.g. Garfield, 1979; Georgi et al., 2010; 
Hoffman & Holbrook, 1993; Smith, 1981; for an insight into bibliometric analysis in the field of logistics/SCM 
see Georgi et al., 2013).

Consequently, the results of our paper offer a starting point for researchers, graduate students, faculty 
members or practitioners who wish to explore CCC research in the context of SCM. Our paper identifies common 
citation themes and highlights fundamental studies in order to provide an overview of research themes that 
are already investigated. This article is also meant to motivate and inspire individuals for this exciting area of 
research, which has become a vital topic in today’s competitive environment.

While this paper provides a comprehensive account of peer-reviewed articles, it also offers valuable insight 
to practitioners and allows them to judge whether or not current research draws on appropriate conceptual 
and methodological literature to advance the knowledge in the respective research area, as well as in the field 
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at large. Similarly, the identification of the most influential publications and their affiliation with subject areas 
may support educators and new researchers in selecting appropriate literature according to their interests.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: After having presented our problem background and 
statement we define the construct of CCC. Subsequently, we provide the methodological background on the 
techniques employed in this paper. Afterwards we present and discuss the results of our study. Finally, we summarize 
the conclusions to be drawn from our investigation and indicate limitations and further research opportunities.

2. Defining the construct of CCC

When checking SCM literature, we recognise that the terms ‘coordination’, ‘cooperation’ and ‘collaboration’ 
are not used in a clear and indisputable way in this particular context. These constructs are rather used to 
describe more or less the same type or level of inter-firm arrangements.

The introduction of SCM in the late 1980’s (see Houlihan, 1985; Jones & Riley, 1985; Stevens, 1989) 
changed the organisational mindset of logistics as the design of all flows of goods and related information 
is no longer an internal issue but refers to all stages between an initial supplier until an ultimate customer 
(see Mentzer et al., 2001). This boundary-spanning identity of SCM requires not only higher emphasis on 
integration and optimisation efforts across companies but also a more long-term oriented attitude in activities 
with related partners as compared to traditional logistics thinking (see e.g. Kotzab & Biedermann, 2018).

In order to realise the benefits of SCM, Fugate et al. (2006) identify the creation of synergistic relationships 
amongst all supply chain partners as a necessity for being able to maximise customer value and providing a 
fair share of supply chain profitability for the members in a supply chain. They hereby refer to supply chain 
coordination as a mean to align the actions of the individual supply chain members with the overall supply 
chain objectives. Contrary to this, Horvath (2001) defines collaboration as the key to successful SCM but refers 
to different levels of collaboration (from low-cost connectivity to supply chain collaboration exchanges). Barratt 
(2004), in turn defines such closer inter-organisational interaction as expression of collaboration, which can 
be realised on different levels (horizontally as well as vertically) within the firm and between firms and their 
suppliers, customers and/or even competitors.

Furthermore, we find Bowersox (1990, p. 36-43) who argues that supply chain collaboration simplifies the 
cooperation of supply chain members while Monczka et al. (2009, p. 122) understand supply collaboration as a 
process between two or more supply chain participants who build a high degree of cooperative behaviour with 
the goal of a long trade relationship. Recently, Burke et al. (2012) understands supply chain collaboration as 
an important driver for supply chain strategy which has a positive influence on the operational and relational 
outcomes which affect firm performance positively. Interestingly, Albino et al. (2007) confirm these notions 
but call this cooperation amongst supply chain partners who decide to pursue a common goal to improve their 
performance. The authors use therefore the term ‘collaborate’ while Cachon (2003) speaks here of the coordination 
of supply chain actors and how the actions in this endeavour can be contractually secured.

These few examples already show that the supply chain management research community uses the terms 
in an ambiguous manner and that there is a need for a clear distinction between coordination, cooperation 
and collaboration.

In this paper, we follow the notions of Kaur et al. (2008) and understand (supply chain) coordination as a 
goal-oriented process of harmonising interdependent activities of supply chain partners. We further use El Omri’s 
definition of (supply chain) cooperation which is given, when supply chain partners start to work together in 
order to achieve common goals (El Omri, 2009). Finally, whenever supply chain actors start to share responsibility 
of exchanging common supply chain management measures which makes them appear as one single entity 
and allow them to achieve higher profitability as compared to as acting alone, we define this as collaboration 
(Cao et al., 2010; Min et al., 2005).

Even though the terms may be used interchangeably (Kaur et al., 2011), there is a certain difference between 
the individual parts of CCC which mainly refers to the degree of liaising with actors in a supply chain. According 
to Göpfert (2016, p. 80-81) cooperation is thus defined as the purpose to achieve the best possible goal objectives 
between individual organizations and suborganizations. Coordination though describes the harmonisation of 
business processes, which must be mutually adjusted in order to achieve goal objectives efficiently (Göpfert, 
2016). Taking all these into account we further understand CCC as an expression of different levels of supply 
chain partnerships which Son (2004) evaluates on following five intensity levels:

1. (Level of) information exchange: This allows the connection between IT and business relationships. Moreover, 
adequate IT and the willingness to exchange information reduce the costs of the relationship and increases the 
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Taking all this into account, it is becoming obvious that the interchangeable use of ‘coordination’, ‘cooperation’ 
and ‘collaboration’ in a supply chain context cannot be supported, as the degree of the supply chain partnership 
intensity drives the level of exchange activity between supply chain members.

After this theoretical clarification, we are interested to distinguish the fundamentals of CCC within production 
economic related research.

capacity of inter-firm communication. By intensifying the quantity and quality of the information exchange as 
well as its timeliness, the level of a supply chain partnership towards the achievement of common goals can be 
increased (see Clemons & Row, 1992);

2. (Level of) trust: This important element of any supply chain partnership reduces uncertainty and the dangers of 
opportunism into disadvantageous relationships (Fawcett et al., 2004; Maloni & Benton, 2000; or Son, 2004). 
A high level of trust enables an effective compensation and risk-sharing system for supply chain partners (Bowersox, 
1990; Ellram & Cooper, 1990), which many companies see as a reason for working with other companies;

3. (Level of) joint partnership management system: This element is required for developing, maintaining and 
monitoring supply chain relationships (Stuart, 1997). Additionally, it consists of a joint decision-making system 
and a reward and risk sharing system (Son, 2004). If well-structured, such systems increase the frequency of 
contact and consequently positively affect the partnership performance (Heide & Miner, 1992);

4. (Level of) relationship specific asset: These refer to any specific investments particularly and uniquely tailored 
for a partnership. Relationship specific assets also have a low value outside a partnership (Son, 2004). They can 
be physical, location-based, human, or intangible (e.g. software) (Kim & Umanath, 2005). Relationship specific 
assets are an important way to increase the collaboration of two or more supply chain partners (Son, 2004);

5. (Level of) partner asymmetry: This refers either to differences in the reciprocal strengths which partners provide 
or to differences in partner characteristic. While the first affects the relationship positively the second has a 
negative influence on the supply chain partnership (Parkhe, 1991; Son, 2004).

In Figure 1 we confront CCC with Son’s (2004) notions and position the individual constructs into this 
framework.

Figure 1. CCC-model between firms (see Son, 2004).
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3. Methodological considerations

3.1. Data collection

In a first step, we collected articles published in peer-reviewed academic journals which dealt with CCC. 
This phase is the most crucial one as this set of articles define the scholarly landscape being mapped. In order 
to generate our data set we performed in a first stage a literature search in EBSCO’s Business Source Complete 
(BSC), one of the world’s largest electronic databases covering nearly 2,000 peer-reviewed academic journals 
(EBSCO, 2016). Our search included all academic (peer-reviewed) articles published between 1998 and 2013 
which contained the search terms ‘supply chain’, ‘logistics’, ‘operations’, ‘collaboration’, ‘coordination’ and/or 
‘collaboration’ in any of the title (TI), abstract (AB), or author-supplied keyword (KW) fields. This search yielded 
in more than 2,700 hits out of which 1,518 were published in 50 peer-reviewed academic journals out of which 
IJPE (n=172), EJOR (n=125) and IJPR (=110) took the first three ranks, while the remaining 47 showed less 
than 100 hits.

Following the notions of Georgi et al. (2010), Lindquist & Smith (2009), Ramos-Rodríguez & Ruíz-Navarro 
(2004) or Smith (2009), we continued with our work by focusing on IJPE as this journal had by far the most 
hits in our search.

After having discussed our search strategies with other peer researchers, we revised our search strategy 
by adapting our search terms for cooperation, coordination and collaboration to ‘collabo*’, ‘coordi*’ and 
‘cooper*’ as we were then able to identify our constructs not only in noun form but also as verbal expressions 
or as adjectives. Consequently, our sample extended to 278 articles that dealt more or less with cooperation, 
collaboration and/or coordination in a supply chain, logistics or operations setting. The identified number of 
articles represents about 7 per cent of all published articles in IJPE within this period of time.

Based on these articles, our sampling process started by obtaining the bibliographic information of all 
cited documents as provided in BSC’s ‘cited references’ feature that lists all documents referred to in the 
reference section of an article. In case this information was not available we were obtaining this information 
manually. Furthermore, we ignored the year of publication for book citations, which ensured that references 
made to books with multiple editions were not discriminated. Moreover, we ensured that multiple citations 
to a single document in one citing document were not counted, since reference sections (and thus BSC’s 
‘cited references’ feature) usually list a cited document only once. Thereafter we examined all citations for 
duplicates and for spelling mistakes of authors’ names as well as spelling mistakes in the papers’ titles. After 
this editing process, a total of 7,585 works that represent 10,381 citations were imported in our database 
for the citation study.

3.2. Research design

We performed our analysis in two steps. In the first step, we computed the citation frequencies of all 
documents and journals cited in the 278 sampled articles, followed by a co-citation analysis based on the 
most-cited documents and journals in the second step. The first step was necessary to identify the intellectual 
base (research questions 1), while the second step was performed in order to reveal the structure of the 
intellectual base (research question 2). We were able to identify distinct streams of literature and groups of 
journals (specialties) that have had a high impact on CCC research in IJPE.

In order to recognize the most influential work we needed to decide upon the minimum number of citations 
that a document needed to get so that it will be included in our analysis. This required also an examination 
of a sample size that would allow a fair representation of the documents. In line with Georgi et al. (2010) 
or Ramos-Rodríguez & Ruíz-Navarro (2004), we analysed our citation database by means of Kruskal’s stress, 
which is used as an indicator of the goodness of fit of a multidimensional scaled (MDS) representation of data 
(Hair et al., 2014; Kruskal, 1964a, b).

We obtained a Kruskal’s stress value of 0.10 which can be considered to be a sufficient to good fit 
(see Kruskal, 1964b) and chose for our further analysis to include a publication if it has been cited at least 
10 times (= citation threshold) which reduced our database from 7,585 works to 47 works that were cited 
780 times. Any other number would affect the clarity of the representation and the goodness of fit. We also 
included Moorthy (1987) with a citation frequency of seven as this work comments on Jeuland & Shugan 
(1983) which is the eleventh most cited paper For these 47 papers we developed a co-citation matrix by using 
a self-developed computer script.
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3.3. Data analysis

We performed the co-citation analysis in accordance with Eom (2008), McCain (1990), White & Griffith 
(1981) or White & McCain (1998). We applied for our MDS analysis the PROXSCAL routine and used Pearson’s r 
to measure the similarity between each pair of citations as this “[…] registers the likeliness in shape of their 
co-citations count profiles over all other [documents] in the set” (White & McCain, 1998, p. 331).

Besides that, the correlation matrices were analysed by using cluster analysis and factor analysis for supporting 
the interpretation of the results of the MDS (see Georgi et al., 2010, 2013). We used the hierarchical agglomerative 
clustering procedure with the complete-linkage algorithm and, for the factor analysis, we performed a principal 
component analysis with varimax rotation and Kaiser Normalization, extracting all factors with an Eigenvalue 
larger than one (see Hair et al., 2014).

Each involved researcher interpreted the results qualitatively and the individual results were afterwards 
discussed in order to reach a consensus on the interpretation results (Hill et al., 1997).

In the following section, only the MDS map indicating the identified subject groups is presented. Where the 
results of the three methods have not been fairly consistent, we indicate the respective divergence. The results 
of the cluster and factor analyses can be found in the Appendix A and B.

4. Results

4.1. Overview

We describe and discuss in this section the results of our citation and co-citation analysis based on 10,381 citations 
made in 278 articles, which are dealing with CCC and were published in IJPE between 1998 and 2013.

In a first step we present the intellectual foundation on CCC based on the 47 most cited works as presented 
in our Table 1 which shows that 39 publications are published in highly ranked academic journals while 
the remaining eight publications are well accepted monographs. Furthermore, we can observe a focus on 
mathematical programming which links this type of supply chain research with the field of operations research. 
Most of the used papers were published in rather OR-related journals (e.g. MS or EJOR). We also observe a kind 
of dominance of coordination-related and/or contract-related contributions. Additionally, we can see a focus 
on pricing/discounting issues from the perspective of channel profits and inventory management.

Table 1. The 47 most-cited publications on CCC research, 1998-2013.

Cited publication Year CA CR

Cachon, G.P. 2003 47 16.9

Cachon, G.P., Lariviere, M.A. [2] 2005 36 12.9

Banerjee, A. 1986 29 10.4

Weng, Z.K. 1995 28 10.1

Giannoccaro, I., Pontrandolfo, P. 2004 28 10.1

Pasternack, B.A. 1985 24 8.6

Tsay, A. 1999 23 8.3

Tsay, A. Nahmias, S., Agrawal, N. 1999 22 7.9

Lu, L. 1995 20 7.2

Goyal, S.K. [3] 1977 20 7.2

Jeuland, A.P., Shugan, S.M. 1983 20 7.2

Monahan, J.P. 1984 19 6.8

Chen, F., Federgruen, A., Zheng, Y.S. 2001 19 6.8

Kaur, A., Kanda, A., Deshmukh, S.G. 2008 19 6.8

Emmons, H., Gilbert, S.M. 1998 19 6.8

Thomas, D.J., Griffin, P.M. 1996 18 6.5

Lee, H.L., Rosenblatt, M.J. 1986 17 6.1

Hair Jr., J.F., Black, W.C., Babin, B., Anderson, R., Tatham, R. 1998 17 6.1

Hill, R.M. [1] 1997 17 6.1

Lee, H.L., So, K.C., Tang, C.S. 2000 17 6.1
CA = absolute number of citations received; CR = relative number of citations received based on 278 ‘mother’ articles; numbers in brackets indicate position of the work in 
MDS (see Figure 2).
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Table 2 looks at the journals and shows that 16 of the 39 journal articles stem from MS. The remaining 
21 articles were published in journals related to operations management (e.g. IJPE or DS) and operations research 
(EJOR) or marketing (MKTSCI) (see Table 2).

We consider the identified monographs as standard texts in the areas of contract theory (Tsay et al., 1999), 
multivariate data analysis (Hair et al., 1998), scale development (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1978), supply chain 
management (Chopra & Meindl, 2001), new institutional economics (Williamson, 1985) and industrial dynamics 
(Forrester, 1961).

Cited publication Year CA CR

Goyal, S.K. [1] 1988 16 5.8

Goyal, S.K. [2] 1995 16 5.8

Goyal, S.K., Gupta, Y.P. 1989 16 5.8

Lariviere, M.A. 1999 15 5.4

Lee, H.L., Padmanabhan, V., Whang, S. [1] 1997 14 5.0

Nunnally, J.C., Bernstein, I.H., Berge, J.M.F. 1978 14 5.0

Li, J., Liu, L. 2006 14 5.0

Frohlich, M.T., Westbrook, R. 2001 13 4.7

Viswanathan, S., Piplani, R. 2001 13 4.7

Silver, E., Pyke, D., Peterson, R. 1998 13 4.7

Hill, R.M. [2] 1999 13 4.7

Eppen, G.D., Iyer, A.V. 1997 12 4.3

Forrester, J.W. 1961 12 4.3

Lee, H.L., Padmanabhan, V., Whang, S. [2] 1997 12 4.3

Spengler, J. 1950 12 4.3

Cachon, G.P., Lariviere, M.A. [1] 2001 11 4.0

Munson, C.L, Rosenblatt, M.J. 2001 11 4.0

Lee, H.L., Whang, S. 1999 11 4.0

Çetinkaya, S., Lee, C.Y. 2000 11 4.0

Taylor, T.A. 2002 11 4.0

Cachon, G.P., Fisher, M. 2000 11 4.0

Williamson, O. 1985 11 4.0

Lal, R., Staelin, R. 1984 10 3.6

Donohue, K.L. 2000 10 3.6

Lariviere, M.A., Porteus, E.L. 2001 10 3.6

Chopra, S., Meindl, P. 2001 10 3.6

Moorthy, K.S. 1987 7 2.5
CA = absolute number of citations received; CR = relative number of citations received based on 278 ‘mother’ articles; numbers in brackets indicate position of the work in 
MDS (see Figure 2).

Table 1. Continued...

Table 2. The most cited journals in research on CCC in IJPE.

Journal title Abbreviation CA CR

Management Science MS 16 34.0

European Journal of Operation Research EJOR 6 12.8

Marketing Science MKTSCI 4 8.5

International Journal of Production Economics IJPE 3 6.4

Decision Science DS 2 4.3

International Journal of Production Research IJPR 2 4.3

Institute of Industrial Engineers Transactions IIET 1 2.1

Journal of Operation Management J OPER MANAG 1 2.1

Journal of Political Economy J POLIT ECON 1 2.1

Manufacturing & Service Operations Management M&SOM 1 2.1

MIT Sloan Management Review SMR 1 2.1
CA = absolute number of citations received; CR = relative number of citations received based on 47 most cited works.
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In our case, we are able to see at least three and a maximum of seven thematic citation areas or groups. 
Based on our assessment we grouped them into five themes, visualized by circles and summarized them into 
categories as listed in Table 3.

4.2. The intellectual foundation on CCC in IJPE

4.2.1 Overall results

The MDS map as illustrated in Figure 2 demonstrates the position of the 47 contributions on a two-dimensional 
MDS map. The sizes of the points indicate the absolute citation frequency and the distance of the documents 
indicates similarity or dissimilarity of the citation profile. The results of the MDS in combination with the results 
of the factor and cluster analysis can be interpreted as distinct specialties in the field (see e.g. McCain, 1990; 
White & McCain, 1998).

Figure 2. The intellectual structure of research on CCC.

Table 3. The intellectual structure of CCC research in IJPE – subject areas and contributing works; number in brackets indicates 
position of the author(s) in MDS.

Subject area Contributing Works

Buyer-vendor coordination by integrated inventory
Banerjee (1986), Goyal (1977, 1988, 1995), Lu (1995), Goyal & Gupta (1989), 
Hill (1997, 1999), Thomas & Griffin (1996), Çetinkaya & Lee (2000)

Supply chain coordination with price policy and 
quantity discounts

Weng (1995), Jeuland & Shugan (1983), Chen et al. (2001), Monahan (1984), Lal & Staelin 
(1984), Lee & Rosenblatt (1986), Munson & Rosenblatt (2001), Viswanathan & Piplani 
(2001), Li & Liu (2006), Moorthy (1987)

Supply chain coordination through contractual 
agreements

Cachon (2003), Lariviere (1999), Spengler (1950), Pasternack (1985), Emmons & Gilbert 
(1998), Taylor (2002), Cachon & Lariviere (2005, 2001), Donohue (2000), Tsay (1999), 
Eppen & Iyer (1997), Kaur et al. (2008), Tsay et al. (1999), Lariviere & Porteus (2001), 
Giannoccaro & Pontrandolfo (2004), Lee & Whang (1999), Silver et al. (1998)

Supply chain coordination by information sharing Cachon & Fisher (2000), Lee et al. (2000, 1997a, b)

Supply Chain Management Fundamentals and 
Research Methodology

Nunnally & Bernstein (1978), Hair et al. (1998), Williamson (1985), Chopra & Meindl 
(2001), Forrester (1961), Frohlich & Westbrook (2001)
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Interestingly enough, our MDS does not show a central publication in terms of being positioned in the 
middle of the MDS. As we will show in the following, four of the five areas refer to specific coordination topics 
while one area refers to research methods. Such a pattern has also been identified by Georgi et al. (2010).

4.2.2. Buyer-vendor coordination by integrated inventory

This cluster is positioned in the lower right quadrant of the MDS and consists of 10 contributions published 
in different journals. The thematic focus of this group is on coordination of inventory between actors in a supply 
chain. The common theme is the development of mathematical models for inventory optimization. The identified 
papers were mainly published in EJOR followed by IJPR, Decision SCI and MS.

In total, 29 citations make Banerjee (1986) the most cited publication in this group which puts the publication 
under the four most cited papers (see Table 1). This publication deals with the development of a model to 
optimize the lot size between purchasers and vendors in a joint way. The overall goal is to minimize the total 
costs on both sides, the purchaser’s as well as the seller’s side. Very closely related to this paper are the works 
by Goyal (1977, 1988) where Goyal (1988) can be seen as a further development of Banerjee (1986) as the 
paper includes a further supplement on his mathematical model development. Goyal (1977, 1988) deal with 
the determination of an optimal inventory policy based on mathematical optimization.

Lu (1995) develops a heuristic model for an optimized inventory policy in a one-vendor multi-buyer setting 
and Goyal (1995) enlarges Lu’s (1995) approach by suggesting an additional mathematical method for further 
minimizing the costs of both actors. Goyal & Gupta (1989) analyse in their paper integrated inventory models 
from literature and develop a scheme for their classification.

Hill (1997) builds upon the notions of Goyal (1995, 1988, 1977), Banerjee (1986), Goyal & Gupta (1989) 
as well as Lu (1995) when developing an algorithm for the single-vendor single-buyer production inventory 
problem. Hill (1999) develops an innovative algorithm which considers a globally-optimal batching and shipping 
policy which aims at minimizing the mean total cost per unit time of a set-up, stock transfer and stock holding 
at a manufacturer’s side. Thomas & Griffin (1996) is an overview paper showing how inventory and operative 
supply chain costs can be lowered through mutual coordination for all supply chain actors.

Çetinkaya & Lee (2000) hold a kind of outlier position in this group, however as they present a model for 
coordinating replenishment and shipment scheduling decisions in a vendor-managed inventory setting we 
included them in this group.

4.2.3. Supply chain coordination with price policy and quantity discounts

The group in the lower left quadrant of the MDS includes ten papers out of which four where published in 
MS, three in Market SCI and one in IEE Transactions as well as in EJOR and in IJPE. The thematic focus is on 
supply chain coordination by pricing policy, especially by discount policies. The papers discuss and show how to 
minimize costs through optimal production and inventory policies at supplier stages after having coordinated 
discount strategies with their customers. The majority of the papers introduce mechanisms, algorithms and 
mathematical programs to solve these issues.

The paper by Weng (1995) has an absolute citation frequency of 28 citations making this publication 
the most cited work in this group. The paper presents a model which is able to show the influence of a joint 
decision-making while coordinating the supply chain activities between a manufacturer and multiple homogenous 
customers. According to these authors quantity discounts and franchise fees drive supply chain coordination. 
The overall goal of the model is to reduce the operative costs for the manufacturer and its customers.

Jeuland & Shugan (1983) published in MKTSCI and look at coordination problems in distribution channels. 
It asks the question whether quantity discounts can be used as coordination mechanism. Chen et al. (2001) built 
upon the notions of Jeuland & Shugan (1983) as well as Tirole (1988) and examine coordination mechanisms 
in a specific distribution channel setting (one supplier – multiple retailers) by using a so-called non-traditional 
discount pricing scheme that regards a retailer’s annual sales volume, order quantity and order frequency.

Monahan (1984) develops a mathematical model which considers quantity discounts for a higher order lot 
size which then results in reduced set up, ordering and inventory carrying costs for a supplier.

Lal & Staelin (1984) - and later Chen et al. (2001) - look at optimal pricing policies which maximize the 
total supply chain profitability for all actors. The supply chain profits for a retailer is provided by a granted price 
discount, while manufacturers gain profitability through supply chain coordination in regards of order quantity, 
order frequency and annual sales numbers which allow cost reductions.
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The paper by Lee & Rosenblatt (1986) can be considered as a generalization of the Monahan (1984) quantity 
discount model. The authors show how quantity discounts increase the profits for vendors.

The paper by Munson & Rosenblatt (2001) though focuses on supply chain coordination between three 
actors (supplier, manufacturer, retailer) and suggests a mechanism that can be used by firms for coordinating 
purchasing and production functions. While previous supply chain discount research looked at two-stage supply 
chains, Munson & Rosenblatt (2001) extend this view to three stages.

Viswanathan & Piplani (2001) propose in their paper a model for supply chain coordination of inventories 
by the use of common replenishment time periods. The vendor is offering thereby a price discount in order to 
make the buyer accept this strategy.

Li & Liu (2006) develop a model that illustrates how to use quantity discount policy in order to achieve 
supply chain coordination in a supplier-buyer supply chain where one type of product is sold and probabilistic 
demand is considered. In order to achieve the best discount policy profit sharing is suggested.

Moorthy (1987) is a comment on Jeuland & Shugan (1983) in which he criticizes their choice for discounts 
being only one of a multitude of a company’s pricing policies, arguing that discounts are rather used for 
explaining price discrimination than channel coordination.

4.2.4. Supply chain coordination through contractual agreements

This coherent group of publications is positioned in the middle-left half of the MDS map and includes 
17  papers representing more than a third of all citations which makes it the largest citation group. The majority 
of papers were published in MS followed by IJPE, Market SCI, M&SOM and J POLIT ECON. Furthermore, this 
group includes three monographs and one handbook. The thematic focus of this group is on supply chain 
coordination through contracts based on inventory quantities and forecasts. This group also includes the two 
most cited papers by Cachon (2003; 47 citations) and Cachon & Lariviere (2005; 36 citations).

We consider Cachon (2003) the most influential work in this area. It focusses on supply chain coordination 
via contracts. Supply chain members coordinate their activities by specific incentives which are determined 
by the contract partners. The overall goal is to improve the interaction between supply chain partners and to 
improve their supply chain performance.

An earlier paper which investigates these notions is given by Lariviere’s (1999) monography. To him the 
coordination and evaluation of supplier contracts between independent supply chain actors is of central interest.

Interestingly enough the work by Spengler (1950) is also cited as it reflects antitrust policy in regards to 
vertical integration.

Contract structures are also discussed by Pasternack (1985) who looks at the coordination efforts between 
manufacturers and retailers when it comes to the return of perishable products. The overall idea is to measure 
the capacity of the distribution function as well as to minimize the losses due to returns resulting from a lack of 
coordination. This issue has also been addressed by Emmons & Gilbert (1998) who suggest a contract agreement 
on the control of production volumes in a supply chain.

Taylor (2002) though shows how to coordinate the sales volume of a manufacturer with a specific quantity 
discount system. Cachon & Lariviere (2005) continue here and introduce how manufacturers and their customers 
can coordinate their supply chains via a revenue sharing contract.

The paper by Cachon & Lariviere (2001) focusses on contractual issues when looking into stochastic demand 
forecast that can be periodically improved. The paper by Donohue (2000) shows how the coordination between 
forecast information and two-stage production decisions can be used to develop supplier contracts.

Tsay (1999) explains supply chain coordination by the means of a quantity flexibility contract which is based 
on forecast information by retailers. Thereby a fixed purchase quantity which is allowed to be below the forecast 
is guaranteed. The same is valid for the other side in order to capture uncertainties in demand fluctuations.

Eppen & Iyer (1997) investigate the case of backup agreements where retailers and manufacturers close 
contracts in order to commit to a certain replenishment quantity while manufacturers hold back a constant 
fraction of the commitment. This policy shows to be profitable for all involved parties.

Kaur et al. (2008) present in their paper a state-of-the art on supply chain coordination and how research has 
addressed this problem so far. They discuss the various coordination mechanisms as well as difficulties in supply 
chain coordination. The main contribution however is the presentation of a model that helps to quantitatively 
assess the required mechanisms for supply chain coordination.

When it comes to a general overview on existing work on how to model supply chain contracts, we can 
consider Tsay et al. (1999) as being the fundamental one. Their work includes a systematic presentation of 
approaches dealing with supply chain contracts, their designs and coordination mechanisms.
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Lariviere & Porteus (2001) analyse a price only contract in a news-vendor setting and develop a worst-case 
scenario for the analysis of supply chain performance.

Giannoccaro & Pontrandolfo (2004) suggest a model of a supply chain contract with which central and local 
decision approaches can be coordinated. The model is based on revenue sharing in a three-echelon supply chain.

Lee & Whang (1999) discuss in their paper incentive problems that arise if decisions were delegated to 
site managers in a supply chain that consists of multiple sites in series. Thereby problems of informational 
decentralisability properties as well as incentive misalignment may arise. In order to solve these problems, the 
authors propose alternative performance measurement schemes.

An interesting source in this group is represented by Silver et al. (1998), a textbook on inventory management, 
production planning and scheduling. One could expect such a work in another group that we identified which 
includes general textbooks. However, one could consider that the basic notions of Silver et al. (1998) are relevant 
for the generation of supply chain contracts that deal with replenishment situations.

4.2.5. Supply chain coordination by information sharing

This area is positioned in the upper left side of the MDS map and focusses on supply chain coordination 
through information interaction. The papers investigate mathematical models that capture interdependencies 
in supply chains and were published in MS and SLOAN MANAGE REV. The citation frequency of this small 
group consisting of four papers ranges between 11 and 17 citations. All papers are central when it comes to 
the notions of information sharing as well as the bullwhip effect.

The papers by Cachon & Fisher (2000) and Lee et al. (2000, 1997a, b) examine the problems resulting from 
lack of information exchange in a supply chain setting. A focus is on demand, supply and operations planning 
under insufficient and distorted information interaction described as the bullwhip effect. The papers show the 
reasons of the creation of the bullwhip effect and suggest strategies for avoiding it by suggesting information 
sharing strategies.

4.2.6. Supply chain management fundamentals and research methodology

The papers positioned in the upper right part of the MDS map represent two categories which we opted to 
put into one group that is, dealing with general notions on supply chain classifications as well as methodological 
and theoretical fundamentals. This group includes five books and one J OPER MANAG article.

The methodological publications include the work by Nunnally & Bernstein (1978) which can be considered 
as a standard textbook for development and testing theory for empirical research. The work by Hair et al. (1998) 
is a standard textbook for multivariate data analysis. When it comes to the theoretical fundamentals, we are able 
to identify Williamson’s (1985) standard work introducing transaction cost theory, which is for sure an important 
source when it comes to supply chain coordination. Furthermore, it looks like that Chopra & Meindl (2001) 
is considered to be the standard supply chain management textbook here. Interestingly, the text by Forrester 
(1961) on Industrial Dynamics, which can be seen as the first source that discusses the bullwhip effect, is also 
used as a central source for examining the effects of coordination in supply chains.

In addition, the work by Frohlich & Westbrook (2001) is used as a major source when it comes to supply 
chain integration activities.

5. Discussion

Our study provides a comprehensive overview on the intellectual foundation of CCC related research which 
we need to limit to– based on our results –Coordination research as Collaboration as well as Cooperation related 
papers were not amongst the most cited papers.

The identified citation subfields reflect some of the supply chain coordination mechanisms as shown by 
Kaur et al. (2008), in particular supply chain contracts, information sharing and joint decision making. Within 
the citation subfields we observe a high number of citations in regards to contractual agreements which could 
be interpreted as an indicator for the research interest within the area and/or the importance of this coordination 
mechanism as perceived by the researchers in the field. Nevertheless, when comparing the five groups as shown 
in the MDS-map, there are distinct patterns allowing insights about citation behaviour of IJPE authors and 
providing hints for future research.

The group on “Buyer-vendor coordination by integrated inventory” combines articles, which are very close to 
each other, which might reflect the authorship situation as four papers are (co-) authored from Goyal (see Goyal, 
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1977, 1988, 1995; Goyal & Gupta, 1989). At first, papers, which are frequently cited, have been published in the 
late eighties. Later on, authors seem to acknowledge another wave of articles in the second half of the nineties. 
This group is rather distant from the other two pairs of groups. This pattern can be interpreted in different 
ways. It seems that this field is dominated by a very narrow field of authors and approaches with no dominant 
links to other research areas and no mayor citation-relevant findings after the year 2000. However, it may also 
be that other papers were not able yet to reach the required impact in terms of citation frequency. This would 
however provide evidence for diversity in the use of citations.

The group on “Supply chain coordination with price policy and quantity discounts” presents in terms of 
authorships a much more diverse picture than the first group on “buyer-vendor coordination”. In addition, the 
publications show more distance among themselves, compared to the very closely related publication of the 
first group. Hence, IJPE authors citing publications in this cluster lean on a variance of foundational research. 
Mayor break-through research as acknowledged by IJPE authors happened in the mid of eighties and then 
again 2001 and 2006. Hence, the IJPE authors in this area do not seem to value research published for the 
15-year period in between, with one exception (Weng, 1995). Additionally, the group is close to the third group 
on contractual agreements. Researchers and practitioners, who want to lean on this cluster, might need to be 
very selective, which part of the diverse research field is valuable as a foundation for their own insights. Taking 
into consideration many of the different aspects might blur the foundational focus. Additionally, leaning into 
the foundational literature of the cluster on contractual agreements might add value in some distinct cases.

The third cluster “Supply chain coordination through contractual agreements” reflects a group of very closely 
linked publications as well as a decently diverse set of publications – as utilized by IJPE authors. The two articles 
by Tsay (1999) and Tsay et al. (1999) seem to be the focal works for researchers in this area. Interestingly, the 
two works by Cachon (2003) and Cachon & Lariviere (2005) rather show the spread of the cluster. We also see 
in this cluster various combinations of co-authors, reflecting an interactive publishing community. Furthermore, 
the articles by Lee & Whang (1999) and Silver et al. (1998) are very close to the cluster on “coordination with 
price policy”. Hence, we can see the closeness between the two clusters and their usage for citations in IJPE 
research. Researchers in the field, might need to be very distinct, on their contribution, when there are working 
close to the “core” of this cluster as obviously much research has been published in this area. Nevertheless, the 
rather strong citations of some more distant articles provide a hint, that there are specific research areas, which 
can contribute to the whole cluster topic, e.g. revenue sharing aspects (see Cachon & Lariviere, 2005), including 
empirical research (Kaur et al., 2008) or Back-up agreements (see Eppen & Iyer, 1997).

We have a rather spread out fourth cluster on “Supply chain coordination by information sharing” with 
only four articles and seven contributing authors. This is a rather unique situation compared to the other four 
clusters shown in this research documentation. IJPE authors seem to acknowledge these in 1997 and 2000 
published papers, almost all published in Management Science, one in Sloan Management Review. Nevertheless, 
the researchers do not show a distinct pattern of citing any other articles as well. As this cluster is close to the 
cluster on “Supply Chain Management Fundamentals and Research Methodology” the explanation might be, 
that papers are used for motivating the research on the topic in general, but then IJPE authors move on to 
more specific research streams to underpin their articles.

The fifth cluster which we identified represents publications which can be interpreted as the enablers of 
rigorous research. These papers represent fundamentals for developing valid and reliable constructs that can be 
empirically tested as well as for analysing empirical results in an adequate manner. Hence, the articles in this 
cluster might have a similar usage by IJPE authors as the articles of the fourth cluster. In addition, this fifth cluster 
shows rather distant relationships among the six works – so a similar pattern as the fourth cluster. For authors 
thinking about publishing in this journal, these are guardrails for providing a foundation in terminology and 
methodical rigour as expected by the reviewers and editorial board.

6. Conclusion and outlook

Our findings show that the works under investigation on supply chain coordination can be considered to be 
fundamental and central for CCC research within IJPE as they were also used by other papers which we identified 
for our citation and co-citation analysis. From a scientific knowledge creation perspective, we can evaluate these 
linkages between the various articles as being fruitful for theory and methodological development in the field. 
The visualisation of our results in the MDS-map allowed for a thematic grouping as well as an identification of 
the problem areas in regards to coordination, cooperation and collaboration in a supply chain setting. Thereby 
we can identify a clear dominance on supply chain coordination and a lack of works dealing with supply chain 
cooperation and collaboration or rather logistics-oriented topics.
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The results of the citation analysis showed that the five most cited paper are by Cachon (2003), followed by 
Cachon & Lariviere (2005), Banerjee (1986), Weng (1995) and Giannoccaro & Pontrandolfo (2004), where the 
latter was published in IJPE. The most common used journal source for CCC research in IJPE is MS followed by 
EJOR, Market SCI and IJPE. This also allows a statement on the methodological understanding of CCC research 
in IJPE which is more modelling than empirical.

Our Co-citation analysis presents five citation groups out of which four represent coordination mechanisms 
as indicated by Kaur et al. (2008). However, while Kaur et al. (2008) see discounts as part of contracts, our results 
suggested to distinguish this part of supply chain coordination into two groups (supply chain coordination 
through contractual agreements and by price policy and quantity discounts).

Reflecting the recognised citation clusters with the framework as outlined in Figure 1, we are able to 
establish a linkage between the four groups of ‘supply chain coordination by information sharing’, ‘supply 
chain coordination through contractual agreements’, ‘supply chain coordination with price policy and quantity 
discounts’ and ‘buyer-vendor coordination by integrated inventory’ with the collaborative elements of ‘information 
exchange’ and ‘joint partnership management system’. The remaining relationship elements of ‘trust’, ‘relation 
specific asset’, and ‘partner asymmetry’ cannot be developed in a negligible way.

Overall, in this research community we identify the coordination-C as the dominant group which could be 
a result of a lack of selectivity in the use of the three terms examined in more detail here. A closer look at our 
sample shows that a large share of these articles deals with supply chain coordination issues which proofs the 
major interest in this particular area within supply chain research.

There are some limitations which we need to address. First, our analysis is based on the citation structure of 
one journal, which we considered as one particular research domain. This may be the reason for the identified 
emphasis on supply chain coordination and the lack of supply chain cooperation and collaboration. Consequently, 
we suggest making a comparative study by analysing the intellectual foundation of other journals, which 
are rather representing a managerial perspective. A first attempt in this direction is shown by Kotzab et al. 
(2018) who analysed more than 74,000 citations on CCC of more than 3,000 articles published in more than 
40 journals between 1991 and 2015. They confirm the results which are presented in this paper as coordination 
is the dominating theme and it seems that the various use of CCC depends on the research community and its 
isolated use of literature.

A second limitation refers to the time frame of our analysis which only allowed a static analysis; a dynamic 
comparison of different time periods is lacking. We did not include such a dynamic view due to the number of 
articles that we identified in the first step. Any division of this sample would have led to very low case numbers. 
We are however aware that a dynamic view would have offered a change in the use of citations as well as in 
the thematic themes which are reflected by the citations. Future research might have this in mind.

Since our study only provides a snapshot, we hope that comparable studies will be carried out regularly in 
the future in order to keep track of the evolution of research in this field.
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Appendix A. Dendrogram of the 47 most-cited publications in research on CCC, using complete-linkage as hierarchical clustering 
algorithm.
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Appendix B. Factor analysis of the 47 most-cited publications in research on CCC; loadings higher than 0.5 are indicated.

Rotated component matrixa

Component

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Supply chain coordination under channel rebates with sales effort effects .889

Selling to the newsvendor: An analysis of price only contracts .882

Vertical integration and antitrust policy .878

Supply chain contracting and coordination with stochastic demand .865

Modeling supply chain contracts: a review .846

Efficient supply contracts for fashion goods with forecast updating and two 
production modes
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Supply chain coordination with revenue sharing contracts: strengths and 
limitations
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Optimal pricing and return policies for perishable commodities .808

Contracting to assure supply: How to share demand forecasts in a supply chain .767

The quantity flexibility contract and supplier-customer incentives .763

The role of returns policies in pricing and inventory decisions for catalogue goods .760

Supply chain coordination: perspective, empirica lstudies and research directions .730

Supply chain coordination by revenue sharing contract .677

Supply chain coordination with contracts .649

Backup agreements in fashion buying—the value of upstream flexibility .638

Inventory Management and Production Planning and Scheduling .599 .551

Decentralized multi echelon supply chains: incentives and information .574 .566

The optimal production and shipment policy for the single vendor single buyer 
integrated production inventory model
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A joint economic lot size model for purchaser and vendor: a comment .894

The single vendor single buyer integrated production inventory model with a 
generalised policy

.890

A one vendor multi buyer integrated inventory model: a comment .884

Coordinated supply chain management .868

A one vendor multi buyer integrated inventory model .865

An integrated inventory model for a single supplier single customer problem .860

Integrated inventory models: the buyer-vendor coordination .838

A joint economic lot size model for purchaser and vendor .774

Stock replenishment and shipment scheduling for vendor managed inventory 
systems

.623

An approach for developing an optimal discount pricing policy .897

Coordinating a three level supply chain with quantity discounts .815

A quantity discount pricing model to increase vendor profits .814

Coordinating supply chain inventories through common replenishment epochs .780

Coordination mechanisms for a distribution system with one supplier and 
multiple retailers

.745

A generalized quantity discount pricing model to increase supplier’s profits .741

Supply chain coordination with quantity discount policy .734

Managing channel profits: comment .697

Managing channel profits .689

Channel coordination and quantity discounts .522 .614

The Economic Institutions of Capitalism .843

Arcs of integration: An international study of supply chain strategies .806

Psychometric Theory .701

Multivariate Data Analysis

The value of information sharing in a two level supply chain

Industrial Dynamics .873

Supply Chain Management: Strategy, Planning and Operation .721

The bullwhip effect in supply chains .796

Information distortion in a supply chain: the bullwhip effect

Supply chain inventory management and the value of shared information
Extraction method: main component analysis; Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser-normalization; aRotation converged in 8 iterations.


